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I have ne’er read a book by Langston Hughes prior to reading portion of the 

book “ Salvation” in my English category. My first idea of the portion I read 

was that it was really interesting and really exciting and really flooring that I 

can be so into Mr. Langston Hughes feelings and composing. As I read 

paragraph by paragraph I could experience the hairs standing up in the 

dorsum of my caput with bang and exhilaration. The paragraph in which he 

describes his feeling of why he was shouting and his uncertainty for Jesus 

was all excessively familiar in my younger old ages of life. 

I was really interested in this portion because I felt his hurting and confusion 

for holding such high outlooks and beliefs from what people explained what 

would go on when he was saved and it going a large letdown and caused 

uncertainties when nil happened. There are many people that have the same

exact reactions and feelings that Langston Hughes character had felt when 

Jesus ne’er appeared and the equal force per unit area of everyone waiting 

for him to stand up and state he seen him was forced upon him to lie. 

Not merely did his character stand at that place and wait with exhilaration 

and wonder. he besides held up the service declining to lie that he had seen 

Jesus and was saved. When you read that peculiar portion of the narrative 

when he was waiting you can state that he was declining to be like his friend 

and prevarication. he instead had wait to see if Jesus would come and 

everyone would be right about what should hold happened. Since this did 

non go on the manner it was told to him since he was little it causes major 

uncertainty non merely in his household and his fellow church members but 

in his faith and his ego. 
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Langston Hughes Character can alter to be a different individual in the 

hereafter because of letdown. uncertainty and holding to fall into peer force 

per unit area to lie at such a immature age. He may ne’er happen his Belief 

in Jesus once more. He may ne’er believe in his Church once more. He may 

hold diffidence and believe he was non worthy plenty to be saved. He may 

believe everything that was told to him was all made up or he may even 

believe it’s alright to lie because he got off with it that twenty-four hours in 

church. 

In my sentiment. The morale of the narrative is that Langston Hughes 

character fell into a belief told by many so many times that when the 

narrative did non come true he didn’t cognize what to believe in any longer. I

was really impressed with this portion of the book that I read. I have decided 

to travel out and by the book to read the whole book. I am ever really 

aroused about reading a good book that I feel I would either be able to 

associate to or that is really realistic and exciting to read. 

I will travel to the library and look up all Langston Hughes books and glance 

through them and see if they are all similar and so possibly I will get down a 

aggregation of his books. I am really glad My professor chose for us to read 

the portion of “ Salvation” cause it unfastened my eyes to a new writer I will 

be looking frontward to read his books. 
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